Useless Blk 59s placed at the end of each channel

These blockette 59's do not need to be inserted when no comment is present.

```plaintext
type 057 len 0051 : 035.0000E+010000100000+5.3160E-01+5.3160E-01

type 058 len 0035 : 03+1.00000E+00+2.00000E-0100

type 058 len 0035 : 00+4.88760E+08+2.00000E-0100

type 059 len 0013 : ~0002
```

I do not generate empty 59, Can you provide me with a test case to see how the seed ended up looking like that with empty (59s) Thanks

An example use case to reproduce this error is the following:

```bash
java -Xmx768m -jar station-converter-beta.jar --seed "http://service.iris.edu/fdsnwsbeta/station/1/query?net=AK&sta=*&output=xml&level=resp" --output test.AK.dataless
```

Then I did a scan of test.AK.dataless.

Station TGL.AK has such examples in each of the channels. They trail the Blockette 58 stage 0.

Fixed, check for null values and ignore output
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